By NEAL HOLIFIELD

Following a week on campus—two hectic ones for the freshmen in their lamentable, insecure state—the time has come for a placation to soothe the demoralized freshmen and the impatient seniors.

THE STUDENT religious groups have much in the works for this weekend and later, as well. In fact, one organization officer, in his haste and overemphasis, stated, “We’re going to play together, eat together, study together, and sleep together on our retreat.” Immediately, if not sooner, another officer made a more qualified statement.

Expediency has called the Methodist Student Movement and the Presbyterian students to meet in a mass retreat at Camp Cho-Yeh at Livingston from shortly afternoon Saturday, until 4 p.m. Sunday. The Reverend Allan R. Brockway of the corporate ministry of the University of Texas will lecture on “Crisis in Belief.”

Cars will leave from Baker and Jones Colleges. Call Autry House for more information.

IN LIEU OF a retreat this year, the Canterbury Association has developed an intellectually stimulating device in presenting a nine week seminar on Paul Tillich, beginning Wednesday, Sept. 21 at 7 p.m. in Autry House. Dr. Louis Mackey will lecture and direct the seminar, discussing the predecessors and contemporaries of Tillich preceding a consideration of Tillich’s thoughts.

Provisions have been made by the Newman Club for a “Day of Recollection” beginning directly after 11 a.m. mass Sunday. Father Wyss is to lead the three conferences of the day.

THIS, AS well as a free-for-all social to acquaint freshmen and upperclassmen of the Catholic faith will be held in the St. Mary’s Student Center, 1703 Bals oover.

“Quo Vadis?” Why not ask the freshmen? Unfortunately, many of them don’t know the answer yet. The Baptist Student Union has made this question the theme of its fall retreat for all Baptist students who wish to go. One of the more outstanding speakers will be John Walker, a Rice graduate who has been a summer missionary to Holland.

Walker will recount several of his more interesting experiences as a part of his presentation. Transportation is available, leaving the BSU center, 6530 Fannin, at 1 p.m. Saturday. Call the center for additional information.